Low Boy® fall prevention bed features the lowest deck low on the market at 7.5”, plus the ability to transport in any high or low position. The open architecture flat deck accepts most mattresses, and the bed features lockout controls for patient safety and caregiver peace of mind. Floor Safety Mat included with purchase.

— Focus on fall prevention: 7.5” deck low
— Bariatric and Expandable Deck versions are available
— Transports in any high/low position
— Open architecture flat deck accommodates most mattresses
— Lockout controls for patient safety and caregiver peace of mind
Open architecture flat deck accommodates most mattresses

Lockout controls on footboard

Expandable deck option allows for 42”- or 48”-wide support surface

Key Specs

**BED**
- Low Position – Deck to Floor: 7.5”
- High Position – Deck to Floor: 30.75”
- Deck Width (Standard): 35” or 39”
- Deck Width (Expanded): 39”, 42”, 48”
- Deck Length: 82”
- Safe Working Load: 850 lbs.

**SIDE RAILS**
- Type: Fold Down
- Included: 1 Set

**HEAD/FOOTBOARDS**
- Type: High-Impact Plastic
- Included: Yes

**CASTER AND BRAKING SYSTEM**
- Caster Diameter: 4”
- Dual Brake/Steer System: 5”

**BED ANGLES**
- Head Section: 0-64°
- Knee Section: 0-54°
- Foot Section: 0-10°
- Trend: 15°
- Reverse Trend: -15°

**OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES**
- Battery Backup: Standard
- Floor Safety Mat: Standard
- Bed Alarm Kit: Optional
- CPR Release: Optional
- Expandable Deck: Optional
- IV Pole: Optional
- O2 Holder: Optional
- Seizure Pad Covers: Optional
- Trapeze: Optional
- 6-Port Aux Outlet: Optional

**MATTRESS OPTIONS**
- Numerous non-powered and low air loss therapeutic surfaces available.